
Touch Wood
Now there are more innovative ways to decorate your  
home with timber or wood-inspired surfaces than ever 
before. Think wall and fl oor coverings inspired by natural 
wood grains and luxury hand-carved solid wood furniture. 
These designs celebrate the knots and imperfections that 
show the passage of time and the tactility of wood.  

1 Advances in the dyeing process means that silk can now be hand-
knotted with such precision that this timber ‘Cross-section’ rug from 
Fort Street Studio not only looks like wood, felled from a tree, but has 
the three-dimensional texture too. £20,120; fortstreetstudio.com
2 A simple wood veneer light pendant can bring a touch of the outdoors 

inside. £129; bloomingville.com
3 In pale Nordic wood, this clock is 
a must-have for timber fans. £14; 
calversandsuvdal.com
4 Ever considered a wooden blanket?  
Elisa Strozyck’s fabrics, constructed 
from wood and wool, innovatively 
manipulate the material to create 
something unexpected, and deceptively 
cosy too. £1,300; elisastrozyk.de
5 Brintons has teamed up with pattern 
provocateurs, Timorous Beasties, to 
create ‘Grain du Bois’, a collection of 
‘woodgrain’ carpets as a plush wool 
alternative to stripwood fl ooring. £95 per 
sq/m; brintons.co.uk.
6 ‘All the Fruits’ wood e� ect wallpaper is 
unique in that it illustrates the wood grain, 

rather than mimicking it. £125 per roll; fao-shop.com
7 The ‘Moved console’ by Sandra Demuth for Roche Bobois combines a solid 
oak base with drawers in white lacquered wood. £950; roche-bobois.com PH
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BEDROOM
Imagine sleeping in a solid rosewood bed that took 
520 hours to craft, on the ultimate mattress that took 
Savoir specialists a further 120 hours to create. The result? 
The best night’s sleep ever! £85,225; savoirbeds.co.uk
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